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The ferromagnetic anisotropy of resistivity ApiPo = (Pli - P l ) / Po depends strongly on the
nature of the dominant electron scattering centers, and is usually larger for impurity scattering
than for phonon scattering. This explains why ApiPo decreases with increasing temperature T
in crystalline transition-metal alloys. Parker has proposed an expression for IJ.p/Po as a
function of 1: based on Matthiessen's rule. It contains the parameters (AP/Po)im and
(aplPo) ph' representing the aplPo values for impurity scattering and phonon scattering,
respectively. In an aHoy series with weak electron scattering, such as Fe-Co, (!::.pIPu) ph is
found experimentally to be positive and equal to a fixed fraction """~ of (1J.plPo}im' On the
other hand. in crystalline alloy series with strong, resonant electron scattering. such as Ni-Fe,
Fe-Cr, Fe-V, (AplPo}ph is found to be negative and has a minimum at the composition where
(AplPo)im is maximum.

INTRODUCTION

The ferromagnetic anisotropy of resistivity is defined as
t..plpo = (Pil - Pl )/(PIi /3 + 2p l /3), where Pli and pj are
the resistivity values when the magnetization is paranel and
perpendicular to the current, respectively. It arises from the
combination of spin-orbit interaction and sod eiectron scattering. In most crystalline transition-metal alloys, b.polPo is
positive, and a decreasing function of the temperature T. The
present paper concerns such crystalline alloys, but not amorphous materials.
Fert, Campbell, and Jaoul proposed I the following relation in the case of nickel alloys at T = 0:
(1)

where PI and Pl are the resistivities for the spin-down and
spin-up bands, respectively, and r=O.Ol. The condition
PI IPr >- 1 is assumed. A similar relation, where PI IPr is replaced by Pllpl' holds for Fe-based alloys in the limii
Pr l Pl>-l.
At T> 0, these authors assumed I a "spin-mixing" resistivity PiT (1') to exist, which couples the spin-up and spindown currents so that Eq. ( 1) has to be modified. The introduction of p J r is equivalent to having P lip r approach the
value of 1, leading to a reduction of t:.p/Po. The gradual increase ofPI r with increasing Texplains why b.plPo decreases
at increasing temperatures. It was also suggested that P 1
arises from electron-magnon or electron-electron scattering,
Unfortunately, these two scattering mechanisms are usually
very weak at 300-400 K, as compared to electron-phonon
scattering, and not likely to be significant.
Both electron-magnon and electron-electron scattering
give rise to very inelastic collisions. As a result, the Lorenz
number L( T) = KoPoIT; where Ko is the zero-field thermal
conductivity andpo the zero-field resistivity, should be 2 considerably smaller than the value Ld = 2.44 X lO-K W 2 K- 2
for elastic coHisions, if either of these two mechanisms were
dominant at 300-400 K. However, existing data] for Fe, Ni,
and Co show that L( 1) rises, and approaches Lei above the
Ocbye cbaracteristic temperature =400 K, as expected if

electron-phonon scattering dominates. This confirms our
conclusion that no significant spin-mixing resistivity P; I (1)
exists in nickel, iron, or cobalt at 300--400 K. This conclusion
should hold ajortiori in alloys where additional scattering by
impurities is present.
Instead, we attribute the temperature dependence of
ApiPo to the wen-known fact that ApiPo depends strongly
on the nature of the dominant electron scattering centers.
The characteristic value of Ap/po for phonon scattering will
be called (ap/Po) ph' and is usually smaller than the characteristic value (1J.plPo)irn for impurity scattering.
Matthiessen's rule is valid whenever conduction by one
specific group of electrons dominates over that of other
groups, ioe., when PI 1,01>- 1 or P, /PI >- 1. It states that the
resistivity Pim caused by impurity scattering and the resistivity Pph (T) caused by electron-phonon scattering are additive, so that Po (T) = Pim + Pph ( T). An expression for Api
Po at arbitrary temperature T, based on Matthiessen's rule,
has been derived by Parker4 and reformulated by us 5 :
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wherepo(4.2) =Pim' Parker's formula also has a factor containing the saturation magnetization, but this is almost constant if T remains sufficiently far below the Curie point.
Ap (T) =

j
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PARKER PLOTS FOR

Fe~Co

ALLOYS

We have measured ApiPo and Po on an annealed and
furnace-cooled Fe lS Co82 sample6 between 79 and 295 K, in a
variable-temperature cryostat. Also, ApiPo and Po have been
measured in liquid baths at 4.2 and 77 K, and in air at 295 K.
We plot the measured !:.pIPo vs Po ( 4.2) / Po (T) in Fig. 1 (a).
This kind of graph will be called a "Parker plot." If Parker's
law [Eq. (2)] is valid, data points should be located on a
straight line. We see that this is the case within the accuracy
of the data, at 77 K and above.
On the other hand, the data point for 4.2 K is located
below the straight line in Fig. 1 (a). Similar deviations from
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FIG. 1. (a) Parker plot for a Fc"Co"" alloy. Circles represent b.plPo values
obtained in a variable-temperature cryostat, and squares are values obtained in liquid baths or air. (bl Circles represent (i::.plp")",, values for
Fe!Oo. x Cox as a function of x, while crosses represent (i!:>,plPO)p'"

Parker's law are observed at low temperatures in many aHoy
series, especially those with low-resistivity Po and high saturation magnetization Ms. They are caused by the internal
field B = 1'.-f,<; which creates 7 a Lorentz force curving the
electron trajectories, in turn leading to a negative contribution to apiPu if the latter is measured at ferromagnetic saturation.
The intercept of the straight line on the left-hand vertical axis gives (Aplpo) ph , here equal to -+ 1.2%. Similarly,
the intercept on the right-hand vertical axis gives
(ClplPo)irn = + 7.25%
The values of ApiPo and Po have also been measuredo,x
in a series of FelOo_xCo x alloys at4.2, 77, and 295 K. Parker plots similar to Fig, 1 (a) have been drawn for aU 37 sampies. By drawing straight lines through the two data points at
77 and 295 K, (AplPo)ph and (AplPo)im have been determined for aU samples as above, and are displayed as a function of cobalt concentration x in Fig. 1 (b). Some data points
are too close together to be seen in Fig, 1(b). For the reason
described above, the data point for 4.2 K often falls below the
straight line. We see in Fig. l(b) that (ApIPo);m and
CAp/po)P!! are usually positive. Also, samples with large
(!:lplPO);m tend to have large (ApiPo) ph' Except for Fe-rich
samples, (AplpO)ph is roughly a fixed fraction =! of
(AplPo)jm' The Smit theory') of Aplpo' based on the first
Born approximation, predicts PI I p r (X D liD t ' where D I
and D 1 are the 3d densities of states for spin down and spin
up. Using Eg. (1) in the limit PI IPr ).1, this implies api
PoiXDJD r , That result should apply to both (D..plPO)im and
(AplPo)ph' though the proportionality coefficients will be
different. In other words, (AP/PO)im and (ApIPo)ph are predicted to vary in similar fashion through the Fe-Co series,
reflecting variations of D I and D t with composition. This
agrees with the data of Fig. 1(b). For example, the sharp
peaks of (D..plPO)im and (AplPo)ph in Fig. l(b) correspond"·H to minima of D t caused by atomic ordering.
PARKER PLOTS fOR NI-Fe, Fe-Cr, AND

Fe~V

ALLOYS

Measurements of ApiPo have been done on Ni 100 .. x Fe"
alloys at =290 and 4.2 K (or 20 K) by several authors,i.w

similarly for Po measurements. II Unfortunately, data at 77
K are not available. We have drawn smooth curves representing average values of D..plpo and Po as a function of x.
Parker plots have been constructed for x = 5, 10, 15, ... , 50
at % Fe. Values of (llplpO)Ph and (Aplpoh:n have been
determined for all such compositions by drawing straight
lines through the 4.2 and 290 K points, and are shown in Fig,
2(a). In addition, we show the fl.plpo values measured on
pure nickel i 2 at = 290 K. These should be identified with
(AplPo)ph since impurity scattering is absent.
We see that (Ap/PO)im is positive at all compositions,
and has a maximum at x = 15% Fe. On the other hand,
(ApiPo) ph becomes negative as the iron concentration increases, and has a minimum at a value of x somewhat larger
than the one where (ApiPo) im is maximum. This behavior of
(Aplpo)Ph is very different from the one observed in Fe-Co
l Fig. 1(b) 1, and cannot be explained merely in terms of D I
and D t variations.
We have measured Aplpo andpo at 299, 77, and 4.2 Kon
Fe1OO_xCr" alloys with x = 2.3, 5.1, 12.7, 25.1, 32.2, and
4 U at. % Cro The first four samples were annealed at
840 °C, and then cooled slowly, The last two were annealed
at 1250 "C, and quenched in oil to avoid precipitation. Parker plots were constructed for all samples, Values of
(Ap/PO)Ph and (AplPo)im were found from 299 and 77 K
data as before [Fig. 2(b)]. We also show the Ap/
Po = (AplPo)Ph value9 forpure Feat room temperature. We
see that (AplPo)im may have a maximum at x=5 at. % Cr.
Also, (AplpO)ph becomes negative asx increases, and has a
minimum at an x value equal to or slightly larger than the
one where (llplPO)im is maximum. This behavior is very
similar to the one for Ni- Fe, and again cannot be explained
by D, and Dr variations.
Finally, we analyze existing data D of Aplpo and Po for
Fe wo _" Vx alloys at 273, 77, and4.2 K in the same way [Fig.
2(c)]. Again, like in Ni-Fe and Fe-Cr, (Ap/PO)Ph becomes
negative at increasing x, and looks like an inverted mirror
image of (AP/Po)im'
SPLIT~BAND MODEL AND SATURATION

The existence of the (AP/Po)im maximum in Ni-Fe has
been attributed 14 to a scattering resonance located in the
spin-down 3d band, at the boundary T between the Ni and
Fe subbands in the "split-band" model. A similar resonance
exists!4 in the spin-up 3d band of Fe-Cr, Fe-V, etc. In Ni-Fe
alloys, point Tis predicted 15 to pass through the Fermi level
when x = 18 at. % Fe. This interpretation is confirmed by
an empirical data analysis 16 of ~plPo data at 4.2 K performed by Szentirmay and Kedves, which is based on Eq.
( I) and shows that p I has a large maximum = 70 X 10 - 8
51 m at = 15 at. % Fe whiIept follows a smooth Nordheim
behavior in that range.
Note that (AplPo)im is relatively large in all these alloys, because 14 of the resonance, and because they all fonow
the Slater-Pauling curve for magnetization.
Scattering resonances and split-band effects are one
manifestation of the breakdown of the first Born approximation, happening 14 because the valence difference IZ Ibetween
solvent and solute in Ni-Fe, Fe-Cr, and Fe-V reaches or ex-
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(IlplPo) ph predicted by Eg. (4) are plotted as a dashed line
on Fig. 2(a), assuming YPs,,' = 1.88x 10-- 8 n m and
(!l.plpO)~h = - 4%, and using experimental values of
(ApIPO)lm' Po(4.2), and (tlplpo) ph (x = 0). In the case of
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), we use rpsat = 1.25 X lO--H n m,
(llplpO)~h = - 3%. We see that the position and value of
the minimum of (llplpO)pb are predicted fairly well by Eq.
( 4 ), considering that Eq. (3) is a very rough approximation.
This confirms the validity of our explanation of that minimum, in crystaBine Ni-Fe, Fe-Cr, and Fe-V, based on the
ideas of scattering resonance and resistivity saturation. Also,
g
the rpsai values above lead to Psat = 125-188X lO-- n m,
quite consistent with literature values. 17
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FIG. 2. (a) Circiesrepresent (I::.p/PO);m value for Ni lOo _ xFex as a function
of x, while crosses represent (!J.P/Pa)Ph' The squares are /lp/po values for
pure Ni at ",,290 K. The dashed line is the prediction of Eq. (4) for
U:.p/po)P.' (b) Same for FelOo_,Cr x ' The square is the ap/Po value for
pure Fe at room temperature. (c) Same for Fe lOo _ x V x'

ceeds 2. On the other hand, the Bom approximation holds
approximately in Fe-Co because 12 1= 1.
It is wen known! 7 that the temperature coefficient of the
resistivity is smaner in alloys where the resistivity Pim caused
by impurity scattering is large. We apply this idea of "resistivity saturation" to P j in alloys with a scattering resonance,
and write

P! (1) =p~m

+ p:h( T)

- (p\"'IPsa, )p~h( n

(3)

where pi!m and pi (T) are the impurity and phonon resistivities in the absence of saturation, and Psa. )0 is an adjustable
parameter associated with saturation. By combining Eqs.
(1) and (3) in the limit pJPt >1, we obtain
h

(AP)
Po

= (AP)' + D(x)
ph

'Po

ph

Xft(tlPoP)

D(O)

[1 _(AP)
Po

im

P{)(4.2)]
rpsat

j.

(x=0)_(tlP )2
(4)
ph
Po ph
where (Aplpo)ph (x = 0) is the value of (tlplpo) ph for pure
nickel. Also, the (tlp I Po ) ~h terms are a correction represen ting the contribution I ~ of the LzSz part ofthe spin-orbit interaction to (!l.plpO)ph' assumed independent of x. Finally,
D(x)ID(O) is a correction factor taking into account the
variation of the electronic density of states D with x. Values
of D(x) are derived from electronic specific heat data of the
literature. The equation should also hold for Fe-based alloys
with a spin-up scattering resonance. The values of
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